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Skyrim nchuand zel excavation site

We express the FIRST philosophies of funny professionalism and cooperation through our core values: Discovery: We explore new skills and ideas. Innovation: We use creativity and persistence to solve problems. Impact: We apply what we learn to improve our world. Inclusion: We respect each other
and accept our differences. Teamwork: We are stronger when we work together. Fun: We enjoy and celebrate what we do! A one-stop shop for everything FIRST LEGO League seems to have changed: From the page: We express the FIRST philosophies of funny professionalism and cooperation through
our core values: Discovery: We explore new skills and ideas. Innovation: We use creativity and persistence to solve problems. Impact: We apply what we learn to improve our world. Inclusion: We respect each other and accept our differences. Teamwork: We are stronger when we work together. Fun: We
enjoy and celebrate what we do! I had heard in a Facebook group that this probably came in order to align the core values throughout the FIRST program. I like some aspects of this. I appreciate that the basic values are formed a little more and include the purpose/goal/application of each basic value
rather than a single statement of fact. There are also fewer of them, which eliminates some of the redundancy and will be easier for children to remember. But I also miss what we discovered is more important than what we gained, which is a great aspect of FLL and something that was good to introduce
to the new team members (and reinforce with returning team members) who got into this because it was a fresh robotics competition. It is also strange that children/team members are be spelled to do the work with the guidance of coaches and mentors. This is how my team will operate and I assume it
will be introduced through other materials in the Challenge, the Coach Manual and other documentation. I hope that aspect is stressed in a similar way to the rookie teams. What do others think? -- Fort Worth Robotics - North Texas Region Team #455 Technical Trainer, Cookie Baker, Guardian of the
Time, Travel Field Walls Transporter, Spare Parts Finder, Pop Culture Reference Manufacturer That Only High People Understand, Conflict Resolution Specialist, Lego Grey Merchant There Is No Good Way to Make an Acronym for Them. DIIITF simply does not come out of the tongue. They need more
DoD people on their planning committee! Coach, FLL Team 3146 Peace By Piece 2013 - Team 29410 The Dragon Bots 2016-2018 Judge, FTC 2014-2015; Field Technical Advisor, FTC 2016-2018; Robot Inspector, FRC 2018 Originally published by shelbydavis View Post There is no good way to make
an acronym for them. DIIITF simply does not come out of the tongue. They need more DoD people in their planning planning D-3I-T-F is not horrible. Id-it-if could work... although it sounds a bit like an idiot it won't work. Din-imint-tf? Using the second letter of those beginning with I. D-Inn-Imp-Inc-TF? Yes,
they don't come out good acronyms immediately. -- Fort Worth Robotics - North Texas Region Team #455 Technical Trainer, Cookie Baker, Guardian of the Time, Travel Field Walls Transporter, Spare Parts Finder, Pop Culture Reference Manufacturer That Only Tall People Understand, Conflict
Resolution Specialist, Lego Grey Market Distributor How about pronouncing it Dee Eye cubed Tee F? Originally published by MrGibbage Where are the official basic values for FTC/FRC? I see that, I'm sure the header of that page is FIRST Core Values, and not just FLL Core Values, and I see web
pages in the FLL hierarchy that link to the new core values, but I don't see FTC or FRC web pages that list the new core values, not even link to the new core values. For the acronym / pronouncation, I agree with the fashionable DI3TF, pronounced as timdavid suggested. Give them time!!! The first people
probably just need time to get back to the daily routine and update things. From the email I received from FIRST, things are being unified. I trust you'll make it. ------- First Core Values To further unify FIRST's mission and create consistency as students progress through our programs, we have created a
set of values between programs that represents the FIRST experience and the first community. We are pleased to share with you the FIRST Basic Values: We express the FIRST philosophies of Funny Professionalism and Cooperation through our Core Values: Discovery: We Explore New Skills and
Ideas. Innovation: We use creativity and persistence to solve problems. Impact: We apply what we learn to improve our world. Inclusion: We respect each other and accept our differences. Teamwork: We are stronger when we work together. Fun: We enjoy and celebrate what we do! If you should have
any questions about use, please send an email [email protected]. We're a team. We do the work to find solutions with the guidance of our Coaches and Mentors. We know that our Coaches and Mentors don't have all the answers; we learn together. We honor the spirit of friendly competition. What we
discovered is more important than what we earn. We share our experiences with others. We show Funny Professionalism and Coopertition in everything we do. We had fun! The previous post was the old wording of the basic values, as copied from the Animals handbook I strongly prefer the old writing,



and I will always continue to use the old writing with all my teams and all the teams I advise. I believe that the new wording lacks the crucial meanings that are needed in FLL. Especially kids do the job and coaches don't know everything. I am gravely concerned that the new FLL trainers will not gain the
power and impact of the old wording. I that the new wording lacks power and meaning. It seems to be fluff. It appears to be a meaningless corporate mission statement, rather than a real guide to running FLL. I think our old wording would have been much higher if it had been adopted by FRC and THE
FTC. I'm writing another one to resonate with New Hampshire. I am terribly disappointed, and concerned that FLL has just been a little less able to do the mission of specifically helping children learn the values. I'd like to see the promise of the old coaches in the renowned materials as well. I think he may
have been left out of the last edition of the Coaching Manual. My promise as a coach: 1. Children are the first thing. FLL is about kids who have fun and get excited about science and technology. Everything my team does starts and ends with this principle. 2. Children do the work. This is your chance to
learn and grow. Adults can help them learn skills or information, but the kids on my team do all the programming, research, problem solving, and construction. 3. My team consists of ten (10) or fewer members and all team members participate in a single (1) FLL team per season made up of team
members no higher than the age limit in my region on January 1 of the Year of the Challenge registered as an official FLL team. 4. FLL will contact my team via my primary email address that I provided when I registered my computer. I am responsible for reading and transmitting all aspects of FLL
guidelines and rules to my team, other coaches, volunteers and parents. 5. I will encourage my team members, other coaches, volunteers, parents and team supporters to develop and practice a set of FLL core values that reflects FIRST last edited by timdavid; 05-25-2018, 03:44 PM. FRC often has
mentors doing real work on robots, and that's legal within its rules. (FTC is much more student-led and student-led). Coach, FLL Team 3146 Peace By Piece 2013 - 2016; Team 29410 The Dragon Bots 2016-2018 Judge, FTC 2014-2015; Field Technical Advisor, FTC 2016-2018; Robot Inspector, FRC
2018 The Trainers Manual has been reduced to a 16-page brochure this season. It mostly contains logos and marketing information, along links to other places with real information. New coaches are supposed to get much of their information from the FLL First Steps curriculum. even to get to the
Coaching Manual I had to log in to the FIRST site. Then the coach needs to request access to the First Steps so they can see the curriculum. No sure why information needs to be so protected. Last edited by timdavid; 05-30-2018, 11:52 AM. Originally published by shelbydavis View Post FRC often has
mentors who do real work on robots, and that's legal within their rules. (FTC is much more student-led and student-led). Next week, I'll follow three of my retired children from FLL to FRC. Frc. he always heard complaints about this situation in the FRC, but he was never close enough to understand what
is gossip or truth or the necessary evil. I'll never be able to connect a panel myself without feeling bad, but I hope to become a good master of wiring panels, and good enough to know when to get the team member to boot it and do it again and when not. I have a lot to learn. So I'm registered here for not
being satisfied with the new basic values. I am also amazed at how much the coach's manual has been eviscerated. In Detroit this year, volunteers were treated with some amazing guest speakers. A Canadian astronaut stole the show, but the clearest and best message came from Dean Kamen. I would
finally like to find the talk and post a link to the video here. I can't write and do justice. The final message was addressed exactly to current volunteers in all four programs. Paraphrasing: What we have is working, and it is one of the best hopes for our planet and society. We don't need any more
adjustments, it's good as it is. But we don't need 20% growth. And we don't need to bend. We have to grow by one or maybe two orders of magnitude. We move away from that fire, even more committed to living to the best. And scared, because I know how to get out and find a handful of new coaches in
our area, but can I recruit and train and inspire 20? Last night we heard from our partner and a couple of people from Vista. One thing we're hearing is holding on until after the Partner Conference in two weeks. We may be viewing incomplete information, only part of the changes. I'm waiting. And one
thing we know is that FIRST doesn't do well to implement changes consistently, things tend to leak rather than be announced. I'm worried about a fool in the coach's manual. I am concerned about the dilution of fundamental values. I'm worried we're going to lose the magic sauce that makes this work. But
I also have a lot of faith based on the character of the people I've met who are personal in New Hampshire. Fingers crossed. Breathing held. Originally published by Rbbbbb View Post I'm worried about a fool down from the coach's manual. I am concerned about the dilution of fundamental values. I'm
worried we're going to lose the magic sauce that makes this work. But I also have a lot of faith based on the character of the people I've met who are personal in New Hampshire. Fingers crossed. Breathing held. I have faith in FIRST and FLL too, but I'm not impressed with the overall content and design
on the website or on youtube. One of the elements linked to the information on the website it's a series of videos titled Quick Coach Tips. I watched a couple of videos and was very disappointed. Each video is about a minute long. Each video contains about 10 seconds of unique content with a few pithy
statements. pithy. the remaining 50 seconds is the same for each video, and is spent explaining the FIRST Vista program. frankly, this content is embarrassing. First you can do better. Last edited by timdavid; 05-30-2018, 03:29 PM. Originally published by Timdavid View Post The Coaching Manual has
been reduced to a 16-page brochure this season. It mostly contains logos and marketing information, along links to other places with real information. New coaches are supposed to get much of their information from the FLL First Steps curriculum. even to get to the Coaching Manual I had to log in to the
FIRST site. Then the coach needs to request access to the First Steps so they can see the curriculum. I'm not sure why the information needs to be so protected. I couldn't find it based on the instructions above, but it was in the resources section of the first site. Here is a direct link to the document: is a
safe sad document! Last edited by cschaffer; 05-30-2018, 03:41 PM. Originally published by Rbbbbb View Post In Detroit this year, volunteers were treated with some amazing guest speakers. A Canadian astronaut stole the show, but the clearest and best message came from Dean Kamen. I would
finally like to find the talk and post a link to the video here. I can't write and do justice. The final message was addressed exactly to current volunteers in all four programs. Paraphrasing: What we have is working, and it is one of the best hopes for our planet and society. We don't need any more
adjustments, it's good as it is. But we don't need 20% growth. And we don't need to bend. We have to grow by one or maybe two orders of magnitude. I have a copy of that video as my kids were also speakers, but FIRST I should have something posted on their YouTube channel soon. It's something I've
always wanted to do. If we are informed of the official video being posted, I will let you know. Mentor: FLL 51 2011-2018 (retired, World Festival Champion); FRC 8027 (2020-) Judge: Western PA, World Festival, Razorback Open, Mountain State Head Referee: Western PA Championships Organizer:
Share &amp; Learn Virtual Open Invitational Invitational
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